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Abstract 17 

Azerbaijan hosts the highest density of subaerial mud volcanoes on Earth. The morphologies 18 

characterizing these structures vary depending on their geological setting, frequency of 19 

eruption, and transport processes during the eruptions. Lokbatan is possibly the most active 20 

mud volcano on Earth exhibiting impressive bursting events every ~5 years. These manifest 21 

with impressive gas flares that reach several tens of meters in height and the bursting of 22 

thousands of m3 of mud breccia resulting in spectacular mud flows that extend for more than 23 

1.5 kilometres. Unlike other active mud volcanoes, to our knowledge Lokbatan never featured 24 
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any visual evidence of enduring diffuse degassing (e.g., active pools and gryphons) at and 25 

near the central crater. Only a very small new-born gryphon was intermittently active in 2019 26 

(with negligible flow). Gas flux measurements completed with a closed-chamber technique 27 

reveal extremely low values throughout the structure with average CH4=1.36 tonnes yr-1 and 28 

CO2=11.85 tonnes yr-1. We suggest that after eruptive events, the mud breccia is able to seal 29 

the structure preventing gas release and thereby promoting overpressure build-up in the 30 

subsurface. This self-sealing mechanism allows a fast recharge of Lokbatan resulting in more 31 

frequent and powerful explosive episodes. Our field observations reveal the presence of large 32 

(up to ~50,000 m3) stratified blocks that were originally part of a large crater cone. These 33 

blocks were rafted >1 km from the vent on top of mud breccia flows. We use a model based 34 

on lubrication theory to show that it is reasonable to transport blocks this large and this far 35 

provided the underlying mud flow was thick enough and the blocks are large enough. The 36 

presence of large rafted blocks is not a unique phenomenon observed at Lokbatan mud 37 

volcano and is documented at other large-scale structures both onshore and offshore. 38 
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 43 

1. Introduction 44 

Mud volcanism is a geological phenomenon whose spectacular activity is driven by a 45 

combination of the gravitative instability (e.g., shale buoyancy and density inversion) of the 46 

more buoyant rapidly buried sediments, and by the overpressure resulting from the generation 47 

of hydrocarbons at depth (Mazzini and Etiope, 2017). Mud volcanoes (MVs) are distributed 48 

worldwide in sedimentary basins in active and passive tectonic settings (Aliyev et al., 2015). 49 
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The highest MV density on Earth is concentrated in the Caspian region, and in particular in 50 

Azerbaijan, where hundreds of structures are distributed both offshore and onshore (Jakubov 51 

et al., 1971). The largest variety of morphological types of MVs are also found in this so-52 

called “land of fire”. Individual structures may reach diameters of several kilometres and 53 

heights up to 600 m. Many of these structures alternate between periods of dormancy and 54 

vigorous eruption.  55 

 56 

Lokbatan MV is the structure with the greatest number of known eruptions, most of which 57 

display spectacular explosive events. The first recorded eruption occurred on the 6th January 58 

1829 (Aliyev et al., 2002). Intervals between eruptions are typically ~5 years. Nearly 25 59 

major explosive events have been documented during the past century (Aliyev et al., 2002; 60 

Mazzini and Etiope, 2017). The mechanisms that control such intense eruptive activity remain 61 

unclear. Lokbatan MV (Figure 1A) is situated in the Absheron region (~15 km SW from 62 

Baku) along the crest of Lokbatan anticline. The axis of this structure continues towards the 63 

west and curves towards the NW hosting also other active MVs (e.g., Akhtarma Putinskaya, 64 

Kushkhana, Shongar, Saryncha). Regional tectonic structures are suggested to constrain the 65 

elongated shape of Lokbatan MV and its main flows (Planke et al., 2006; Bonini, 2012).  66 

 67 

Planke et al. (2006) interpret this geometry as a graben structure related to the collapse of an 68 

elongated subsurface mud chamber. The authors also describe the large isolated blocks on the 69 

western mud breccia flow as horsts. Roberts et al. (2011) relate the same megablocks to debris 70 

avalanche deposits. So far it remains unknown if these so called “horsts” or “megablocks”, 71 

are tectonically formed, are related to gravitative mass transport processes, or have a local 72 

origin through mud volcanism.  73 

 74 
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The goals of this study are to investigate the dynamics and driving mechanism of the frequent 75 

and powerful eruptions of Lokbatan MV. Field measurements and observations are used to 76 

introduce a conceptual and mechanical model for megablock transport processes in the mud 77 

flows.  78 

 79 

2. Methods 80 

We visited Lokbatan MV during several field expeditions and in particular during 2005, 2006, 81 

2018 and 2019 to map and characterize structures at the site. The latest field expeditions are 82 

part of the Azerbaijan Summer School Program, organized in the framework of the 83 

HOTMUD project. Field observations and measurements at the crater site and along the mud 84 

breccia flows are combined with satellite images to constrain the model for block transport. 85 

In addition, 30 CO2 and CH4 flux stations were completed throughout a large area of 86 

Lokbatan MV using a West System™ speed-portable “closed dynamic” accumulation 87 

chamber “time zero” instrument (e.g. Cardellini et al., 2003a). The device is equipped with 88 

two infrared spectrophotometer detectors. The CO2 detector is a Licor LI-820 able to measure 89 

from 0 up to 26400 g m-2d-1. This detector is a double beam infrared CO2 sensor compensated 90 

for atmospheric temperature and pressure. Accuracy of the concentration reading is 2% and 91 

repeatability is ±5 ppmv. The CH4 flux meter is TDLAS (Tunable Diode Laser Absorption 92 

Spectroscopy) with multipass cell (West System assembled CH4 sensor) with 10000 ppmv 93 

full scale value that allows the measurement of flux in the range from 8 up to 24000 mg m-2d-94 

1. The accuracy of the concentration reading is 0.1 ppmv, and the lower detection limit is 0.1 95 

ppmv. The recorded concentrations measured over time, with other parameters such as 96 

volume and surface of the accumulation chamber, allow us to calculate the exhalation flux 97 

from soil (e.g. Hutchinson et al., 2000). 98 

 99 
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The probability distribution analysis of flux data was performed through the statistical 100 

approach of Sinclair (1974; 1991). This method is used in order to establish statistical 101 

population classes for each parameter on the basis of gaps and/or slope changes in the linear 102 

normal distribution. The identification of different population classes allowed us to choose 103 

contour thresholds distinguishing between an upper or anomalous data set from a lower set. 104 

The natural neighbor interpolation between individual gas measurements (Sibson, 1981) was 105 

applied in order to create the maps for CO2 and CH4 diffuse degassing, according to the 106 

population classes recognised by normal probability plot (NPP) elaboration. Estimates of the 107 

total CO2 and CH4 output were determined according to the Chiodini and Frondini (2001) 108 

approach. 109 

 110 

 111 

3. Results 112 

 113 

3.1 Field observations 114 

The most recent Lokbatan eruption started at 7:55 am on the 2nd of May 2017 and the most 115 

intense activity lasted for about 4 minutes. The area covered by mud breccia during this 116 

eruption extended over a region of 0.7 ha. During this event, the National Republic 117 

Seismology Centre recorded earthquakes from a depth of ~4 km. One of the most spectacular 118 

eruptions occurred on the 20th September 2012 (Aliyev et al., 2015) during which a 100 m tall 119 

fire column blasted into the air with a copious amount (estimated up to 300,000 m3) of mud 120 

breccia (Figure 1B-J). During this event, a second distinct crater formed ~60 m to the west of 121 

the main vent (Figures 1-2). The volcano has an elongated shape that coincides with the 122 

direction of numerous superposed mud breccia flows that in turn follow the anticline axis 123 

hosting the structure. The mud breccia consists of a silty-clayey matrix incorporating 124 
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numerous differently sized (from a few cm to ~0.5 m) angular fragments of well-lithified 125 

sandstones, mudstones and siderite concretions. These are the same characteristics observed 126 

throughout the MV edifice and this lithology is present over an area ~5 km2. The main flows 127 

form a long tongue that extends from the main and secondary craters towards the west for 128 

nearly 2 km forming a triangular-shaped morphology (Figure 1A). In fact, this flow tongue 129 

widens from ~30 m around the crater up to 500 m in the more distal regions. The tongue 130 

dissects the MV on its western flank forming a depression whose borders are clearly defined 131 

by framing E-W oriented sub-vertical walls. These walls are ~8 m high in the flow portion 132 

closer to the crater and are not visible in the most distal parts of the westernmost side of the 133 

mud breccia tongue (Figure 2E). The central and distal parts of the flow preserve at least three 134 

large (ranging in size from 0.3 to 0.7 ha) and tall (up to 20 m) blocks distributed between 500 135 

m and up to 1 km from the main crater (Figure 1-2). One side of some of these enigmatic 136 

features is characterized by sub vertical walls and by a gentler slope on the other flank (Figure 137 

2B-D). The base of the walls is covered by a debris fall talus due to extensive weathering of 138 

poorly lithified/loose sediments (Figure 3A). These walls reveal important details about the 139 

internal structure of these blocks. They consist of distinct units of overlapped mud breccia 140 

flows (thicknesses ranging from 1 to 4 m, Figure 3B) intersected by perpendicular fractures 141 

that resemble columnar joints (Figure 3C). The same patterns are also clearly visible in the 142 

mud breccia outflows from the crater site (Figure 3D). These vertically-oriented “columnar 143 

jointing” structures witnessed the rapid degassing and desiccation of the fluid-rich mud 144 

breccia after the eruptions and are typical at many MV sites. It is important to note that in the 145 

studied blocks, the mud breccia layers and fractures normal to the block surface have variable 146 

inclinations (up to ~35°, depending on the block). This implies that these megablocks were 147 

tilted from their original sub-horizontal orientation. We suggest that these blocks represent 148 

portions of the western rim of the main crater that breached during one of the powerful 149 
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eruptions and were displaced downhill along the mud flow. This also explains the 150 

amphitheatre shape of the MV crater edifice with a wide opening towards the west.  151 

 152 

3.2 Flux measurements 153 

Despite its frequent and large eruptions, during its dormancy Lokbatan MV does not reveal 154 

any evidence of obvious degassing in the region in and around the crater. Only one isolated 155 

and very small (~40 cm tall) gryphon recently appeared in the oldest crater. CO2 and CH4 156 

diffuse flux measurements were completed over a region of 30,254 m2 in order to quantify the 157 

ongoing degassing. The main statistics for miniseepage flux data (Table 1) show that CO2 has 158 

a low dispersed distribution, as highlighted by the low value of the standard deviation (4.35), 159 

while CH4 has a high dispersed distribution with a high standard deviation (208.72) and a 160 

wide range of values.  161 

The gryphon site reveals the highest focussed fluxes (0.498 kg d-1 of CO2 and 0.310 kg d-1 of 162 

CH4). Excluding this outlier, the remaining measurements range between 0.5-15.5 g m-2d-1 for 163 

CO2 and 0.86-637.5 mg m-2d-1 for CH4 (Table 1). The population partitioning method, applied 164 

to all the flux measurements, produced a probability plot for the recorded CO2 values (Figure 165 

4A). The plot reveals that most of the measurements can be ascribed to Group A values (73% 166 

of total data) that includes values up to 8 g m−2d−1. Group B, which represents 20% of the 167 

total data, has an average value of 12.55 g m-2 d-1, while Group C is represented by only two 168 

stations with an average value of 17.72 g m-2 d-1. The CH4 flux measurements were also 169 

divided into three population classes (Figure 4B): Group A representing 60% of the total data, 170 

with a mean of 21.58 mg m-2 d-1 and threshold at 100 mg m-2 d-1; Group B, representing the 171 

20% of the total data with a mean value of 244.11 mg m-2 d-1; Group C representing the 20% 172 

of the total data with a mean value of 666.73 mg m-2 d-1. The maps obtained from the 173 

interpolation of the flux measurements (Figure 4C,D) according to population classes, by 174 
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means natural neighbor interpolation, show higher degassing in a restricted area surrounding 175 

the gryphon and on the southern flank of the main crater (1). Higher values are also observed 176 

at the recently erupting crater (2) to the west and, with a more prominent anomaly, within a 177 

circumscribed region between the two eruption vents. The rest of the structure is characterized 178 

by low values for both measured gas species. The study area (30,254 m2) has a calculated 179 

total CO2 output of 11.85 tonnes yr−1 and total CH4 emission of 1.36 tonnes yr−1 (Table 2).  180 

 181 

3.3 Model for rafting blocks 182 

Given the observations that the large blocks appear to be displaced fragments of the main 183 

cone, we now develop a model to assess whether it is reasonable to transport blocks such 184 

large distances. We assume that during one (or more) eruption the western part of the main 185 

conical edifice was broken apart. The large blocks from the cone are liberated and mobilized 186 

by viscous mud breccia flows (hereafter “fluid”), as illustrated schematically in Figure 5. The 187 

blocks are then carried along with the flow. Buoyancy forces cause the blocks to move both 188 

downslope with respect to the underlying fluid and also to sink through that fluid. When the 189 

blocks sink far enough they become stuck on the substrate underlying the flow, terminating 190 

their rafting. 191 

To quantify the transport of blocks we consider the motion of a single block with density �� 192 

over and through a fluid with viscosity � and density �� and down a surface with slope �. We 193 

consider a two-dimensional geometry allowing the block and surrounding fluid to move both 194 

downslope and perpendicular to the ground surface. Geometry and variables are illustrated in 195 

Figure 6: block length and thickness are L and w0, respectively, and the thickness of mud 196 

under the block is h.  197 
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We assume that flow is laminar, with Reynolds number Re = ��	ℎ ��  less than ∼ 10�, a198 

good approximation for mud breccia flows (e.g., Menapace et al., 2019) and approximate the 199 

mud breccia as a Newtonian fluid. Since motion is approximately unidirectional when � ≫ ℎ,200 

momentum conservation is governed by Stokes equations. Time dependence does not 201 

explicitly enter the equations, but ℎ and � vary over time as the block sinks. The linearity of202 

the governing equations for mass and momentum conservation allows us to decompose the 203 

flow and boundary conditions into 3 separate problems, illustrated in Figure 6b-d, and then to 204 

superimpose the solutions. 205 

For problem 1 (Figure 6b), velocity ��(�) is governed by the balance between viscous206 

stresses and buoyancy 207 

� ����
��� = ���sin�        (1)208 

with boundary conditions � = 0 at � = 0 and ���/�� = 0 at � = ℎ. The no-slip boundary209 

condition at the bottom of the block is not accounted for in this problem as it addressed in 210 

problem 2 (Figure 6c). 211 

212 

For problem 2 (Figure 6c), the velocity � (�) is obtained by balancing the downslope213 

gravitational force from the block with viscous stresses in the underlying fluid 214 

� ���
�� = ����sin� + (�� − ��)�(ℎ# − ℎ)sin� (2) 215 

with boundary conditions � = 0 at � = 0. 	 is then given by ��(�) + � (�) evaluated at � =216 

ℎ,217 

	 = $%sin&
 ' [2��� + ��ℎ + 2(�� − ��)(ℎ# − ℎ)]. (3)218 
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Problem 3 (Figure 6d) describes the squeezing flow generated by the sinking of the block, a 219 

classic lubrication theory problem governed by the Reynolds equation that relates the 220 

downward motion of the block , to the pressure distribution -(.) under the block 221 

�
�/ 01%2

� '
�3
�/4 = �,,       (4) 222 

with boundary conditions - = 0 at . = ±�/2 and �-/�. = 0 at . = 0. The pressure 223 

distribution is thus 224 

-(.) = 7'8
%2 0. − 9�

: 4.      (5) 225 

To obtain the settling speed , we balance the buoyancy of the block with the upward force 226 

from the pressure 227 

; -9/ 
<9/ (.)�. = ��cos�[��� + (ℎ# − ℎ)(�� − ��)]  (6) 228 

leading to 229 

, = �%
�= =  $cos&%2

'9� [��� + (ℎ# − ℎ)(�� − ��)].   (7) 230 

The ratio of downslope to vertical speeds is thus 231 

>
8 = �

: 09
%4

 
tan� ? @A(1B/1C)%A [�<(1B/1C)](%D<%)

@A[�<(1B/1C)](%D<%) E   (8) 232 

and we note that � and ℎ vary over time, given by ��/�F = �ℎ/�F = ,. 233 

 234 

Because both the downslope and sinking velocities are inversely proportional to viscosity, the 235 

distance blocks travel is independent of viscosity. This is true provided the flow is laminar so 236 

that equations (1), (2) and (4) apply. Rather, the distance traveled depends most strongly on 237 

the lateral dimension of the blocks (equation 8): large blocks travel further because it is more 238 
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difficult to squeeze out fluid from the region under the block as L/h increases – thin gaps, ℎ ≪239 

�, are the basis for lubrication phenomena. 240 

 241 

To illustrate how geometry affects transport, we compute the distance blocks will travel 242 

assuming they come to rest when they sink 90% of the way through the underlying fluid, i.e., 243 

they reach h/h0=0.1. The number 90% is arbitrary but captures the condition that the block has 244 

settled most of the way through the flow. We can integrate equation (7) with respect to time, 245 

using w=h-h0+w0, to find the time it takes for the block to sink a distance 0.9h0 and integrate 246 

equation (3) for U to determine the distance the block has traveled. Figure 7A-B shows the 247 

distance traveled normalized by the initial thickness, d/h0, as a function of the initial block 248 

height w0/h0 and block length L/h0, also normalized by the initial flow thickness. We consider 249 

density ratios 
�� ���  of 1, 0.9 and 0.7. The slope angle is assumed to be 6H  – the slope of the 250 

Lokbatan mud flow shown in Figure 1. There are four general features of the solution for 251 

distance traveled. First, there is a weak dependence on block height w for large w since in this 252 

limit the expression in square parentheses in equation (8) approaches a constant value of 2. 253 

Second, the distance traveled scales approximately as (L/h)2 (see equation 8) owing to the 254 

high lubrication pressures (equation 5) that reduce V. Third, block density has a small effect 255 

on distance travelled except for blocks with heights w0 that approach the flow thickness h0. 256 

Fourth, the distance traveled will scale with tan θ≈θ for small θ. 257 

 258 

There are several idealizations in our model for the distance travelled. Mud breccias need not 259 

be Newtonian and can be shear-thinning and may have a yield stress (e.g. Knappe et al., 260 

2020). The viscosity of natural mud breccias, however, approaches a constant value at strain-261 

rates that might characterize natural, dense flows (Menapace et al., 2019). Further, we have 262 

assumed that the gap under the block is uniform in thickness so that , is only a function of 263 
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ℎ(F), �, �(F) and �. Variations in gap thickness break the symmetry of the pressure264 

distribution and would require a torque balance to determine how , also varies with .. Last,265 

we have treated the flow as a unidirectional flow, neglecting the influence of flow around the 266 

block and irregularities in surface topography. All these approximations were made to allow 267 

us to identify the dominant underlying physics of lubrication pressures on block transport. 268 

269 

270 

4. Discussion271 

272 

Our field measurements document minimal diffuse degassing during Lokbatan dormancy. We 273 

also identify large blocks that appear to be fragments of older cones that have been displaced 274 

as much as 1 km from the main crater. Here we address the significance of those observations 275 

for the frequency and violence of the eruptions. We use the model from the previous section 276 

to interpret the origin of the large blocks. 277 

278 

4.1 A self-sealing system 279 

MV eruptions are short-duration events of fast overpressure release culminating with the 280 

extrusion of large volumes of fluids and mud breccia at the surface. These spectacular 281 

phenomena are separated by periods of quiescence. The length of this dormancy is related to 282 

the time required by the system to generate new overpressure essential to breach the seal that 283 

formed in the upper part of the conduit (or region of diffuse degassing) after each eruption. 284 

This overpressure is commonly generated by the migration of hydrocarbons from source 285 

rocks or shallower reservoirs (Mazzini, 2009). Continuous generation of hydrocarbons at 286 

depth and their migration often manifest at the surface as active pools, salsa lakes, and 287 

gryphons (Mazzini and Etiope, 2017). Dashgil MV (Azerbaijan) is a classic example where 288 
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all these features (defined as macroseepages) are nicely displayed (Mazzini et al., 2009; Kopf 289 

et al., 2010). In addition to these obvious fluid degassing expressions, the release of gas at the 290 

surface of MVs also occurs through invisible and diffuse exhalation. This type of emission is 291 

called miniseepage (Etiope et al., 2011). It typically occurs over vast areas of the MV surface 292 

and often represents an output that is higher than the integrated sum from the visible 293 

macroseepage features (see Mazzini and Etiope, 2017 and references therein for detailed 294 

definitioans and methods of measurements). It is difficult to correlate the effect of these 295 

combined surface degassing processes, operating during dormancy, and the generation of new 296 

overpressure required to trigger a new eruption event. Nevertheless these observations are 297 

essential to investigate the mechanisms controlling the type of MV activity (Mazzini and 298 

Etiope, 2017). 299 

 300 

We propose that the intense eruptive activity of Lokbatan MV is related to the fast recharge of 301 

overpressure in the subsurface due to the efficient self-sealing characteristics of the system. 302 

We hypothesize that the feeder channel is plugged with mud breccia at depth after the 303 

explosive eruptions. It should also be noted that significant hydrocarbon accumulations are 304 

present in reservoirs below Lokbatan MV (mostly located between 500-1500 m depth) and 305 

dozens of oil production wells operate around the crater (Feyzullayev et al., 2020). Despite 306 

the well-developed petroleum system in the Lokbatan area, the presence of gryphons, pools, 307 

or any other obvious enduring macroseepage feature has never been reported, and not 308 

observed during our field campaigns or among the numerous surveys routinely completed by 309 

the oil company (SOCAR), by the Oil and Gas Institute of Azerbaijan, or by the Institute of 310 

Geology and Geophysics of the Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences. In addition during 311 

our 2005 and 2006 campaigns, Lokbatan MV was investigated with a Drager Pac Ex2 312 

Methane sniffer (lower detection limit of 0.1%) and no evidence of methane seepage was 313 
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observed throughout the surface of the structure. Only one small newborn isolated gryphon 314 

with negligible emissions (Figure 3E, Table 2) was measured during the 2019 campaign. 315 

Although long term monitoring of diffused miniseepage using a network of accumulation 316 

chambers (e.g. Cardellini et al., 2003b) would strengthen our observations, the collected data 317 

are consistently indicating very low emissions at Lokbatan MV. These observations are also 318 

consistent with our extensive survey, completed with more sensitive instruments, that also 319 

reveals limited CH4 and CO2 emissions (45 and 391.5 tonnes km-2 yr-1 respectively) present 320 

throughout the investigated area. The values reported herein are significantly lower than those 321 

reported for most of the investigated MVs worldwide including some that are much smaller in 322 

size (Table 1-2). These structures record much lower rates of eruptions compared to Lokbatan 323 

but have total emission factors up to 3 orders of magnitude higher.  324 

Therefore our new data substantiate the Mazzini and Etiope (2017) suggestion that the 325 

recorded high rate of eruptions could be related to the ability of the volcano to seal off the 326 

overpressure generated by migrating hydrocarbons during periods of dormancy. This 327 

mechanism may explain the many frequent and violent events reported in the historical 328 

catalogues. This would also be in agreement with the discharge of copious amounts of mud 329 

breccia that characterize the Lokbatan MV. We argue that the documented explosive blowouts 330 

are capable of breaching portions of the crater and that the large volumes of erupted mud 331 

breccia become an efficient carrier for the huge cone fragments. 332 

 333 

Additional support for the hypothesis that internal pressurization from self-sealing is the 334 

primary cause for the Lokbatan violent eruptions is provided by the lack of clear correlation 335 

between eruptions and either oil production or moderate to large regional earthquakes.  336 

It has long been noted that moderate local and large regional earthquakes can trigger MV 337 

eruptions, including those in Azerbaijan (Mellors et al., 2007; Bonini et al., 2016). However, 338 
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since eruptions may be triggered when a volcanic system is in a critical or metastable state, 339 

the correlation between these earthquakes and eruptions is not always unambiguous. Of the 25 340 

Lokbatan eruptions since 1829 for which eruption dates are known, we could identify 4 341 

eruptions with moderate M>5 earthquakes within the previous 12 months. We used 342 

earthquakes tabulated by Mellors et al. (2007) for the period before the 2001 eruption and the 343 

US Geological Survey catalogue for the period before eruptions in 2010, 2012 and 2017. The 344 

1829 eruption occurred 149 days after a M5.7 event 59 km away; the 1990 eruption occurred 345 

257 days after a M6.5 event 215 km away; the 2012 eruption occurred 40 days after a M6.4 346 

event 179 km away. Mellors et al. (2007) report 6 earthquakes with larger ground motion 347 

intensity at Lokbatan that were not followed by an eruption within a year. The one exception 348 

is the 2001 eruption, that occurred 334 days after a M6.2 event only 46 km away; this 349 

particular earthquake-eruption pair is sometimes cited as an example of an earthquake-350 

triggered eruption (Bonini et al., 2016). There is no compelling evidence that earthquakes 351 

affect more than one, at most, Lokbatan eruption and this one example requires a process 352 

leading to a delayed eruption (by about 20% of the typical inter-eruption time). There were no 353 

Lokbatan eruptions within days to weeks of earthquakes with magnitudes similar to those that 354 

triggered MV eruptions elsewhere. 355 

 356 

The immediate surroundings of the MV crater host a dense field of oil wells. Feyzullayev et 357 

al. (2020) identify no systematic relationship between eruptions and hydrocarbon production 358 

from wells tapping from productive horizons ranging between 410 and 3600 m. This is 359 

consistent with the mud volcano source being pressurized at greater depths. In some instances 360 

the authors document an increase in hydrocarbon production after eruptive events. This aspect 361 

strengthen the hypothesis suggested by Mazzini and Etiope, (2017), implying that the MV 362 

conduit and the hydrocarbon deposits are 1) either not connected (i.e., the overpressure in the 363 
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conduit and the extruded fine-grained sediments compartmentalize the two systems), or 2) 364 

that during the eruption deeper seated mechanisms and fluids are predominant. This aspect is 365 

also supported by gas analyses from ephemeral seepage sites at Lokbatan MV. Results 366 

revealed the gas to be methane-dominated with minor amounts of ethane and propane 367 

indicating a thermogenic origin with C1/C2+ ranging between 7-24 and δ13C-CH4 ~-46‰ 368 

(Faber et al., 2015). This signature is similar to that reported from several other reservoirs 369 

sampled in Azerbaijan (e.g., Katz et al., 2002; Mazzini et al., 2009) or from localities where 370 

deep and rapidly rising methane has been inferred. The Lokbatan MV gas signature suggests 371 

that, in contrast to the majority of the dormant MVs worldwide (Mazzini and Etiope, 2017), 372 

methane does not fractionate during the rapid migration process.  373 

 374 

4.2 Large blocks rafting 375 

The origin of large blocks on the flanks of MVs provides insights into the transport of mud 376 

breccia and the collapse of MV edifices. Roberts et al. (2011) adopt and refine the Planke et 377 

al. (2006) mud chamber collapse model and argue that the depression framing the long mud 378 

breccia flow at Lokbatan MV is related to thin-skinned sector collapse triggered by subsurface 379 

deflation that occurs after the eruptive events. The authors corroborate their hypothesis by 380 

proposing that the large blocks described herein are the evidence of debris avalanche deposits 381 

from the flank of the volcanic edifice. These events are suggested to be possibly related to 382 

sector collapse of the volcano at the end of the full eruption cycle of the 1935 eruption. 383 

Although the narrative description of this specific eruption can be interpreted as suggestive of 384 

a debris avalanche, photo documentations show that the megablocks themselves were already 385 

in place before that year (Jakubov et al., 1971). In addition, such debris avalanche events have 386 

never been witnessed in the highly populated and visited area at Lokbatan where, moreover, 387 

continuous petroleum industry operations have been active since the early 1930s (Jakubov et 388 
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al., 1971). Plough-like depressions, similar to those described at Lokbatan MV, are not unique 389 

and are also observed contouring mud breccia flows at numerous MVs. This common feature 390 

is observed at, e.g., Kotturdag, Bahar, Shongar, Durandag, Bozdag Gobu, Airanteken, 391 

Dashmardan, Kechaldag, and other MVs (e.g. Jakubov et al., 1971; Aliyev et al., 2015; 392 

Mazzini and Etiope, 2017) where the mud flows extend for hundreds of meters and, 393 

particularly proximal to the crater, are bordered by steep walls several meters in height. If all 394 

these similar features were caused by mud chamber deflations (e.g. Roberts et al., 2011) this 395 

would imply that many MVs have a subsurface elongated chamber and that the mud flow 396 

direction is controlled by subsurface structures such as the anticline axes. Although this may 397 

be sometimes the case, the same rule cannot be always applied.  398 

 399 

We cannot rule out that some of the observed subvertical walls may be related to a potential 400 

faulting at the crest of the anticline upon which Lokbatan resides. We suggest instead an 401 

alternative mechanism that may explain the origin of observed depressions hosting the large-402 

scale mud breccia flows. We hypothesize that during the eruptions, the large volumes of 403 

discharged viscous mud breccia have a ploughing effect on the flanks of the volcanoes. This 404 

bulldozing effect is prominent in the area closer to the crater, where the erupted mud is more 405 

confined, and becomes less effective moving downslope along the flanks. It is also important 406 

to note that the erupted mud is typically fluids-rich, containing large amounts of gas (the main 407 

process driving the eruption dynamics) and water. These fluids rapidly degas and evaporate 408 

during and immediately after the eruption, resulting in significant volume loss throughout the 409 

mud breccia tongue. This deflation effect can be clearly observed in the field at various MVs 410 

in the form of degassing cavities and conduits, desiccation patterns, and deflation features 411 

throughout the flows (Figure 8 A-B). This type of scenario is consistent with the records 412 

available from the 1887 Lokbatan winter eruption when witnesses described that “very stiff 413 
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mud breccia flows (at least 2 m thick) were erupted forming a long tongue with a hummocky 414 

surface morphology” (Jakubov et al., 1971). The authors also report that during this eruption 415 

huge blocks were observed to have been transported, floating over the mud breccia flow. 416 

Similarly, lava flows that emerge from volcanic scoria cones are able to raft large blocks long 417 

distances (e.g., Németh et al., 2011; Valentine et al., 2017; Younger et al., 2019). We argue 418 

that a similar scenario occurred at Lokbatan MV where the violence of the eruptions enabled 419 

disruption or other disaggregation of the cones surrounding the active vent.  420 

 421 

We now use our model to interpret the rafted blocks of the Lokbatan flow shown in Figures 1 422 

and 2. Flow thicknesses ℎ# are a couple meters, the blocks have a thickness �# of many 423 

meters, and their lateral dimensions � are tens of meters to almost 100 m. �#/ℎ# is thus large 424 

enough to not influence transport distance (Figure 7a). �/ℎ# is between about 10 and 40, so 425 

we expect transport distances �/ℎ# of approximately 50 − 10� on the 6 degree slope of the 426 

Lokbatan MV. For flow thicknesses of 2 m, this implies transport from 100 m to 2 km, 427 

consistent with the distances to which blocks have been moved.  428 

 429 

4.3 Implications for other MVs 430 

Although the mud breccia blocks identified at Lokbatan MV are exceptionally large, similar 431 

features are present at other MVs. For example, Shongar MV, located a dozen kilometres to 432 

the NW, also displays large mud breccia blocks scattered along the main mud breccia flow 433 

(Figure 9A-B). Large positive structures located on the flanks or at the foot of other large 434 

MVs have been interpreted as eroded mud cones representing extinct satellite seepage sites. 435 

This interpretation may still be correct. Our findings, however, suggest that these features 436 

could also originate as large mud breccia blocks transported during eruptive events. Field 437 

observations may reveal if these represent rafted blocks. These would have a characteristic 438 
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internal structure of thick sub-parallel mud breccia flows with distinct inner bedding. In 439 

contrast our observations show that dead satellite seepage sites (e.g., large gryphons) are 440 

characterized by thin laminated and concentric structures. In several instances is also possible 441 

to recognize remnants of a central feeder conduit that would not be present for blocks 442 

transported from other sites on the MV.  443 

 444 

Large block-like features have also been imaged on multibeam and side-scan sonar data 445 

around the craters of offshore MVs. For example, pioneering 1980-90s sidescan sonar 446 

investigations from Black and Mediterranean seas interpreted these types of features as huge 447 

mud breccia clasts or as enigmatic features difficult to explain (e.g. Hieke et al., 1996; Ivanov 448 

et al., 1996). High resolution bathymetry data may help to shed light on the origin of these 449 

features. Our novel megablock transport model opens new interpretations of mud eruption 450 

dynamics based on preserved structures. Similarly this different interpretation scenario may 451 

also lead to revisions of the inferred plumbing system of several MVs where, e.g., focussed 452 

fluid migration may in fact occur exclusively at the crater site rather than diverging radially at 453 

several localities resulting in erroneously interpreted gryphons or mud cones.  454 

 455 

 456 

5. Conclusions 457 

1) Despite its frequent, large volume eruptions, Lokbatan mud volcano has minimal 458 

degassing when not erupting compared to other mud volcanoes. We propose that 459 

Lokbatan effectively seals subsurface conduits after eruptions, allowing pressure to 460 

recharge more rapidly than at other mud volcanoes – leading to more frequent, more 461 

energetic, and larger eruptions. The correlation between the ability of an active system 462 

to self-seal and the energy of eruptions, may be universal for mud volcanoes. 463 
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Continued long-term monitoring of microseepage gas flux can confirm this 464 

hypothesis. 465 

2) These powerful eruptions are also able to break apart mud breccia cones and transport 466 

blocks with the mud breccia flows. Using a lubrication theory model, we show that the 467 

distance blocks travel is controlled largely by their lateral dimension compared to the 468 

thickness of the underlying flow, making it possible for larger blocks to be transported 469 

further than smaller ones. 470 

3) We postulate a bulldozing (ploughing) effect of great volume of viscous mud breccia 471 

on the upper parts of MV edifice when mud flow outspreads from elevated craters 472 

during high-energy eruptions. 473 

4) Based on the available records of eruption witnesses (see reports in Jakubov et al., 474 

1971), we suggest that the origin of the spectacular Lokbatan megablocks is connected 475 

with the 1887 eruption, since the descriptions of this event report that large blocks 476 

were transported along with the erupting mud breccia flow. 477 

 478 
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Figure captions 489 

Figure 1 Lokbatan morphology and eruptions. (A) Google Earth image of Lokbatan MV and 490 

flows (May 23, 2019, 3x vertical exaggeration). Indicated by red arrows (interpreted) rafted 491 

fragments of older cones; numbers indicate the younger crater (2) that formed during the 492 

2012 eruption and an older crater (1) that was also reactivated during the 2012 event.. Inset 493 

map shows location of other mud volcanoes (black dots) including Lokbatan (red star 494 

symbol). (B-K) Various phases of the 20th September 2012 Lokbatan eruption when two 495 

craters (indicated accordingly as 1 and 2) were simultaneously active. (B-D) methane 496 

released from crater 2 (in the background) is ignited, while crater 1 (on the foreground) 497 

erupts mud breccia to the surface by powerful surges of methane (white cloudy area in B-C). 498 

(E-G) Flames extend to crater 1 igniting methane and mud breccia. (H-J) Burning of oil and 499 

methane resulting in tall black flames. (Sumgait, 2016, January 5) 500 

 501 

Figure 2 Field images of the large blocks at Lokbatan MV. (A) October 2005 view from 502 

Crater 1 with red coloured mud breccia baked during one of the latest explosive eruptions; in 503 

the background are visible the large blocks (arrows). (B-D) Large blocks with subvertical 504 

walls (circled people for scale). (E) View of the long mud breccia flow from crater 1. The 505 

second crater is indicated (2) and the large blocks are visible. The eroded anticline is also 506 

indicated. Note the numerous wells surrounding the mud volcano. (F) Side view of the MV, 507 

the main crater (1) area reaches a height of  ~110 m. Indicated are also the blocks emerging 508 

from the lateral flow. Note the dozens of oil wells surrounding the MV. 509 

 510 

Figure 3. Large blocks and mud breccia flow structures. (A) Overview of the three large 511 

blocks within the main Lokbatan mud flow. The debris fall talus is visible at the foot of the 512 
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walls on the steeper side of some of these blocks. (B) Portion of one of the megablock walls 513 

showing distinct mud breccia flow events up to several meters thick. (C) Detail of the same 514 

wall showing the layering of the mud breccia flows (mudflow boundaries are indicated by 515 

dashed lines). Note that these units display structures similar to columnar jointing that have 516 

orientation perpendicular to the layering. (D) Examples of the same structures observed in 517 

the area around the crater site characterizing the most recent mud breccia flow. (E) Unique 518 

and isolated small gryphon that formed in the main crater (1) in 2019, height ~40 cm. 519 

 520 

Figure 4: Flux measurements at Lokbatan MV. (A-B) Normal probability plots for the CO2 521 

(A) and CH4 (B) fluxes. (C-D) Spatial distribution of flux measurements for CO2 and CH4 522 

respectively. Craters 1 and 2 indicated. The highest fluxes are recorded at the gryphon site at 523 

crater 1 (black framed circle). Satellite image from arcGis. The black line defines the 524 

threshold for values higher than those defined for Group A. Measured stations are indicated 525 

by shaded diamonds. 526 

 527 

Figure 5: Megablock transport conceptual model. (A) Panorama view of Lokbatan MV. 528 

Indicated are the positions of the main crater and the secondary crater and the megablocks 529 

along the mud flow on the western flank of the volcano. (B) Schematic illustration of the 530 

different stages that create large blocks and then allow them to be transported, with red 531 

indicating the new mud breccia flow and the stippled region showing the pre-existing MV 532 

structure. 533 

 534 

Figure 6: a) Definition of model geometry, length scales and coordinate system. The solution 535 

to this problem is obtained by superimposing solutions for the motion of b) a plane layer of 536 
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fluid, c) the motion of a block over a plane layer, and d) the squeezing flow or lubrication 537 

problem with appropriate boundary conditions. 538 

 539 

Figure 7: a) Distance � traveled as a function of block height �# for different block lengths �. 540 

b) Distance � traveled as a function of block length � for different block heights �#. In both 541 

panels, all lengths are normalized by initial flow thickness ℎ#. Solid, dashed and dotted lines 542 

are for 
�� ���  of 0.7, 0.9 and 1, respectively. 543 

 544 

Figure 8. Features at Lokbatan MV. (A) degassing conduits in mud breccia deposits 545 

indicating the fast degassing of fluid-rich sediment. Note that no evidence of ongoing seepage 546 

was observed at these sites during the  survey periods. (B) Deflation features along the mud 547 

breccia flow.  548 

 549 

Figure 9: (A-B) Examples of large blocks observed at Shongar MV. These blocks may reach 550 

the size of 5x20x20 m.  551 

 552 

 
Mean 

Geometric 

Mean 
Median 

 
Min 

 
Max 

Lower 

Value 

Upper 

Value 

Std. 

Dev. 

φCH4 (mg m-2 d-1) 

Lokbatan 133.76 33.65 26.31 
 

0.86 
 

637.48 8.78 189.73 208.72 

World average 
microseepages1 

194.8 4.02 2.73 
 

0.01 
 

7087.7 - - 711.1 

Nirano MV2  220.9 - 0.01  0.01  3208.5 0.003 0.028 2547.5 

   

φCO2 (g m-2 d-1) 

Lokbatan 4.53 3.06 2.53 
 

0.54 
 

15.46 1.70 5.86 4.35 

Nirano MV2 17.9 - 16.68 
 

0 
 

91.41 9.33 22.7 12.9 
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 553 

Table 1: Main statistical parameters of measured CH4 and CO2 miniseepage (i.e. excluding 554 

the gryphon) flux data from Lokbatan MV compared to world averages on microseepages1 555 

(Etiope et al., 2019) and to miniseepage from Nirano MV2 (Sciarra et al., 2019). 556 

  557 
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Country MV 

MV 

Area 
(approx. 

value km2) 

Investigated 

Area  

km2 

Mini-

seepage  

tonnes 

yr-1 

Macro-

seepage  

 tonnes 

yr-1 

Total 

emission   

tonnes yr-

1 

Emission 

factor 

tonnes km-

2 yr-1 

References 

 φCH4   

Azerbaijan Lokbatan 5 0.03 1.25 0.11 1.36 45 This study 

 Lokbatan 2.98 0.1 8§ + 11.2  N.A. 19.2 192 
(Etiope et al., 

2004b) 

 Dashgil 3 0.6 104 623 727 1200 
(Etiope et al., 

2004b) 

 Kechaldag 1 0.05 5.8 4 9.8 196 
(Etiope et al., 

2004b) 

 Bakhar 2.5- 0.05 5.5 8.4 14 230 
(Etiope et al., 

2004b) 

Japan Murono 0.1 0.005 16 5 21 4286 
(Etiope et al., 

2011) 

 Kamou <0.01 0.001 1.2 1.8 3 3000 
(Etiope et al., 

2011) 

Italy Maccalube 1.5 1.4 374 20 394 281 
(Etiope et al., 

2019) 

 Regnano 0.1 0.006 29 5 34 5667 
(Etiope et al., 

2007) 

 Frisa <0.01 0.001 2.8 2 5 4800 
(Etiope et al., 

2019) 

 Pineto <0.01 0.0025 1.7 1.6 3 1320 
(Etiope et al., 

2019) 

 Serra de Conti 0.01 0.006 12 7 19 3167 
(Etiope et al., 

2019) 

 Nirano 0.2 0.0787 2.13 4.72 6.85 87 
(Sciarra et al., 

2019) 

Romania Monor <0.01 0.002 13.9 2.1 16 8000 
(Spulber et al., 

2010) 

 Beciu 0.2 0.005 7.5 182 189 37900 
(Frunzeti et al., 
2012) 

 Paclele Mici 0.5 0.62 128 255 383 618 
(Etiope et al., 

2004a) 

 Paclele Mari 1 1.62 430 300 730 450 
(Etiope et al., 

2004a) 

 Fierbatori 0.7 0.025 20 17 37 1480 
(Etiope et al., 

2004a) 

 Andreiasu  0.000012   1.8  
(Baciu et al., 

2018) 

 Lepsa  0.000012   1.5  
(Baciu et al., 

2018) 

 Lopatari  0.000452   27  
(Baciu et al., 

2018) 

 Raiuti  0.000006   3  
(Baciu et al., 

2018) 

 Alimpesti  0.00018   19  
(Baciu et al., 

2018) 

 Sacelu-Gorj  0.0000004   0.03  
(Baciu et al., 

2018) 

Taiwan Wu-shan-ding <0.2 0.006 30.2 4.8 35 5833 
(Hong et al., 

2013) 

China Dushanzi 0.4 0.02 20.1 2.5 23 1130 
(Zheng et al., 

2017) 

 φCO2   
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 Lokbatan  0.03 11.67 0.18 11.85 391.5 This study 

 Nirano 0.2 0.0787 299.3 0.14 299.44 3805 
(Sciarra et al., 

2019) 

 558 

Table 2: Measured CH4 and CO2 flux data from Lokbatan and other mud volcanoes. Etiope et al., 2004b 559 

reports a survey done after the October 2001 eruption; § indicates measurements close to flames still 560 

active after the Oct 2001 eruption.  561 

  562 
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